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ABSTRACT

This study was primarily conducted to analyze provisions of marital infidelity 

laws and how it affects family solidarity and the societal norms.

Qualitative research methodologies were obtained through data gathering and 

collation. The presentation of the data gathered was made by correlating the ideas, and 

ultimately, by creating a synthesis over the said gathered information.

The study employed neither survey nor sampling, and no population as well was 

considered taking into account the non-experimental nature and discursive type of this 

study.

Findings, based on the discussion presented, showed that the discrepancy between 

the treatment of infidelity by the wife and the infidelity by the husband has been legally 

and judicially justified in US v. Mata as necessary to prevent “the danger of introducing 

spurious heirs into the family, whereby the rights of the real heirs may be impaired and a 

man may be charged with the maintenance of a family not his own.” Findings of the
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study likewise showed the current Philippine Penal Code has been more lenient to men 

and more demeaning to women. Women found guilty of infidelity receive longer prison 

sentences compared to unfaithful Filipino men. The current criminal laws in the 

Philippines on marital infidelity reinforce gender inequality and promote misogyny.

In the final analysis, since concubinage is difficult to prove in court, it is better to 

file a case of psychological violence under R.A. 9262. Republic Act 9262 or the “Anti

Violence Against Women and their Children Act of 2004” has now come to the rescue of 

women. Philandering husbands can now be charged criminally even for just once incident 

of marital infidelity under the “psychological violence” provision of R.A. 9262.


